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 Film  

John McTiernan is 'disintegrating in front of my eyes', according to his wife, Gail
Sistruck McTiernan. 'I am just distraught.' Photograph: Nick Ut/AP

He's one of Hollywood's most celebrated filmmakers, has worked with
Sean Connery, Bruce Willis and Samuel L Jackson, and grossed
hundreds of millions at the box office. And he is now serving a 12-month
jail sentence in South Dakota.

John McTiernan, the director and producer of Predator, Die Hard, The
Hunt For Red October and Last Action Hero, is now federal penitentiary
prisoner 43029-11.

It's a spectacular fall from a stellar Hollywood career that made him a
fortune to remote Yankton prison.

Instead of being in a director's chair on the set of a new movie, the 62-
year-old is wearing khaki prison uniform, engaged in a series of relatively
modest jobs, from unloading deliveries to renovating the warden's
wooden floor.

He is two months into a 12-month prison sentence for perjury and lying
to the FBI during an investigation into a wiretapping scandal. It is a
convoluted case, involving a dispute over a remake of the movie
Rollerball, the employment of a Los Angeles private eye and, the crux of
the case, a late-night call from an FBI agent.

In a series of phone interviews with the Guardian, his wife Gail Sistrunk
McTiernan, fighting for his release, spoke in detail about the impact of
loss of freedom. Unlike the tough guys he portrayed in his movies, he is
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not coping well with adversity.

Yankton is a minimal-security prison, based in former college buildings,
and houses about 800 male prisoners, many of them convicted of white-
collar crimes. Forbes rated it one of "America's 10 cushiest prisons".

But McTiernan is finding it to be anything but cushy, according to his
wife. "Going to prison has been very hard for him," she said. "They have
taken away his life and dignity. I am just distraught."

Her last visit, at the end of May, was one of the worst. "I lost count of the
number of times he broke down," she said. He is "disintegrating in front
of my eyes".

McTiernan went in on April 3. He and his wife were driven through the
night from their ranch in Dayton, Wyoming, to make the midday deadline,
engaged in feverish discussion with their lawyer, hoping for a last-minute
reprieve.

Sistrunk McTiernan said: "We thought we would not make it in time and
the marshals would come after us. It was typical McTiernan to arrive at
the noon-day horn." She said he turned to her and told her: "Do what
you have to do, baby." He told her that she should leave before they
took him away. "I would not have handled it very well," she said.

He had hoped for a teaching job in prison but instead has been assigned
to a construction and maintenance crew.

He is in a barracks, shared with about 20 others. "He is grateful he got
the lower bunk. I think the older men get the lower bunk because they
have to get up in the middle of the night," she said.

An avid reader, McTiernan is allowed books, magazines and papers and
she sends in the New York Times, along with the Economist, Rolling
Stone, and National Geographic, along with history and engineering
magazines. A French fan, maybe ironically, sent him a copy of the Count
of Monte Cristo.

One of Sistrunk McTiernan's fears had been that her husband might
have ended up the victim of extortion threats, with calls to her demanding
money or he would be harmed. But there have been no such threats and
the inmates have largely left him to himself.

Her main worry is the threat is to his mental and physical health. He has
lost 30lbs and is suffering from depression, she said, adding that he
weeps on the phone and during her visits. To offer a glimpse into his
mood, she shared what she said was a recent email from him.

Describing fellow inmates, the email says: "People's faces change very
rapidly. One frame in 10 will look completely different. That's why
professional photographers shoot so many frames … because the face
will change so rapidly … faster than human beings can perceive it.

"I'm starting to see those ghost frames. the frames where the person's
face shows what he really thinks. There are many men here so close to
dying."

She said she planned to email him back, "offer a prayer and
encouragement (also feel a fool to try), and make sure he's not looking
in the mirror".

While the comings and goings from rehab or prison of other celebrities
receive primetime coverage, McTiernan has been largely forgotten. 
Buzzfeed carried a piece last month but otherwise media attention has
been sparse.

It may be because McTiernan, consumed with the legal case, has not
made a box-office movie in over a decade. It may be the legal case has
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been prolonged and complex. Or it could just be that the national media
regards him as soiled goods because of his conviction.

The case dates back to 2002, when McTiernan, directing a remake of
the Norman Jewison sci-fi classic Rollerball, was in disagreement with
the producer Chuck Roven about what kind of movie it should be.
McTiernan hired Anthony Pellicano, a private investigator used by by
Hollywood celebrities, to check on Roven.

Pellicano was subsequently sentenced to 15 years for a series of crimes
that included racketeering, conspiracy and wiretapping.

In the course of that investigation, McTiernan's name came up. In 2006,
McTiernan took a call at his ranch late at night on February 13 from a
man who said he was from the FBI. McTiernan denied hiring Pellicano to
spy on Roven and was later arrested, accused of lying.

He pleaded guilty in 2006 and then withdrew it. He was convicted in
2010 of lying and perjury.

His wife sees the case as overblown, being branded a felon because he
denied something over the phone to a man he did not know. She added
that Pellicano had never conducted any wiretaps on behalf of her
husband.

But the prosecution had little sympathy, seeing McTiernan as someone
who was caught lying and has since desperately tried everything to get
out off doing time.

There is a Free John McTiernan campaign on Facebook. It says:" Let's
show our support to one of the greatest storytellers of our time." Actors
such as Samuel L Jackson and Alec Baldwin have joined the campaign.

Sistrunk McTiernan said her husband plans to revive his career on his
release. One under consideration is an action movie called Warbirds.
He is not scheduled for release until April next year because one of the
stipulations in his sentence was that he would not be given time off for
good behaviour.

Sistrunk McTiernan hopes he will not have to wait that long. There is a
motion to have him released early. For her, it cannot come too soon. "I
am intensely worried about him," she said.
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Fraser Long

It does seem ridiculous if that phone call was truly pivotal in his
conviction.
No one should be held liable for an interview on a phone like that.

How are you ever to know that the person at the end of the line is
who they claim to be.

Would the courts want everyone in the country to give up their
personal details to every scam artist and phisher claiming to be from
the FBI for fear of committing perjury?

If he lied at a formal interview or in court then that's an entirely
different matter.

04 June 2013 5:03pm
98

MountainWest Fraser Long

@Fraser Long - Would the courts want everyone in the
country to give up their personal details to every scam
artist and phisher claiming to be from the FBI for fear of
committing perjury?

Rubbish. If you fear committing perjury, you don't have to give
personal details to anyone.

If you get an unsolicited call from someone claiming to be an
FBI agent - don't say anything at all. Just hang up.

Nothing compelled him to speak.

04 June 2013 5:30pm
15

monkie Fraser Long

@Fraser Long - to quote the article

He pleaded guilty in 2006 and then withdrew it. He
was convicted in 2010 of lying and perjury

so it certainly looks like a different matter to me.

he is in a minimum security jail, he is allowed to work, he has
reading material from the outside, i really dont see the
problem.

04 June 2013 5:32pm
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light23 Fraser Long

@Fraser Long - I thought perjury only counted if it was in

04 June 2013 5:38pm
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PlatosNave

What a sissy 1%er. It's only 12 months in one of the cushiest prisons.
Good grief.

04 June 2013 5:48pm
18

WhyDontWeLearn PlatosNave

This comment was removed by a moderator because it didn't
abide by our community standards. Replies may also be
deleted. For more detail see our FAQs.

04 June 2013 6:47pm

SonnyDay PlatosNave

@PlatosNave - Quite an easy way to get out of the situation,
IMO.

Shoot ze glass.

04 June 2013 6:57pm
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brianboru1014 PlatosNave

@PlatosNave -

04 June 2013 7:14pm
5

hellasbutnotleast

John! Come back! Look at what they made of Die Hard!

04 June 2013 5:55pm
17

jumblebunny

"Let's show our support to one of the greatest storytellers of our time."

The guy who remade Rollerball?

04 June 2013 6:04pm
36
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MBDifani

At over 70 I once spent a weekend in a San Diego county jail in the
mid 70s for being involved in a brawl in a downtown SD dive bar.
That was the first and last time for me. All jails are hellholes and
prison? What can I say? How many horror stories have to come out
to deter would be scofflaws? Five county jail systems distribute
condoms to convicts. Calif. is about to do the same in its prisons.
Yankton sounds like a Club Fed, if you ask me. Minimal security. Not
exactly Attica, Sing Sing or Pelican Bay w/ solitary blocks.

04 June 2013 6:06pm
2

lambo8245 MBDifani

@MBDifani - Jail is far different from prison in the US.

04 June 2013 6:15pm
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Actually, most felons would rather spend 18 months in prison
then serve 12 months in a jail. Jails are meant for temporary
imprisonment and don't have as many amenities as prison.
People in prison have better food, more personal space and
far more activities then any jail does (prison jobs, outdoor rec,
ect).

Aseoria lambo8245

@lambo8245 - Your statement is not true. Prisons are hell-
holes, the food's all corporate crap(most jail food is now, also,
in the US). Solitary confinement is very common, and overt
violence, perpetrated by other inmates and guards, is the
norm.

Sue S

04 June 2013 7:56pm
5

lambo8245 Aseoria

@Aseoria - What you are describing is a troubled maximum

04 June 2013 10:15pm
4

Dan Barkley

I certainly would not want to go to jail.

04 June 2013 6:11pm
4

Haigin88

'Your honour, my client would like some other offences to be taken
into consideration, namely the Rollerball re-make and 'Medicine
Man'....'

04 June 2013 6:12pm
24

4 PEOPLE, 7 COMMENTS

lambo8245

Wow, crying about 12 months in club fed like he got sentence to 10
yrs of solitary confinement. This is what happens when the extremely
over privileged actually have to face similar punishments to the rest of
us for their crimes (I say similar because the average person would
have faced considerably harsher punishment without the high-priced
lawyers). Don't get me wrong, I don't really see what he did as being
worth 12 months in jail. However, I'll feel bad for him once the truly
horrible injustices in our prison system are fixed. For example, people
in CA who commit three minor felonies and are sentenced to life
under the 3 strikes law in super violent CA prisons.

04 June 2013 6:13pm
16

WhyDontWeLearn lambo8245

@lambo8245 - The fact that we 99%ers suffer injustice does
not make it right that the 1%ers do as well! What a SICK,
vengeful remedy you seek. See my response to
PlatosNave...same goes for you.

What if we seek justice and fair dealing for ALL humans?
How would THAT work, hmmmm?

04 June 2013 6:54pm
15

lambo8245 WhyDontWeLearn

@WhyDontWeLearn - Can you read? It says in my statement

04 June 2013 7:08pm
10
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that I do not agree with his sentence. The point I'm making is
that there are people suffering far more horrific injustices that
we never hear about because they are not news worthy. The
only reason his situation is getting an attention is due to his
fame and tremendous wealth, not because of a shocking
injustice perpetrated against him. Like I said in my statement,
I'll worry about his situation once some of the true injustices
in the US are addressed first.

brianboru1014 lambo8245

@lambo8245 -

04 June 2013 7:21pm
3

Prolestohorse

That dude should take a lesson from Martha Stewart. She took over
the cafeteria cooking and other domestic tasks when she served her
time in the women's slammer in West Virginia. People were making
fun of her before she went in, wondering how she would feel to "have
to work a full day in the pen like everybody else." Shit - the woman
puts in 15-20 hours a day at her career. Prison probably felt like a 6-
month vacation to her.

04 June 2013 6:14pm
21

AmandaBradley

I bet he's loving his wife describing to all the world what a pussy her
husband is! He's in one of the cushiest "club fed" prisons and he can't
handle it? Man up dude! Grow some balls and have a little dignity.
There are people out in there that are really suffering.

04 June 2013 6:34pm
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ID3695804

He will have a platform from which to speak when his sentence is
done. In the meanwhile, he might benefit from reading the letter from
John Kiriakau, a CIA operative who has been imprisoned for
whistleblowing:

http://dissenter.firedoglake.com/2013/05/29/imprisoned-cia-torture-
whistleblower-john-kiriakou-pens-letter-from-loretto/

Such a drastic sentence for making a false statement on the
telephone gives us pause: what was "material" about McTiernan's
statement? Perjury is a statement that frustrates an official inquiry in
an important -- material -- way.

Here, the message is clear and it is being sent not to the prisoner but
to the FBI: In today's quasi-police state, the heirs to J. Edgar are
resurgent and have become so important that simply telling an
immaterial lie to a voice on the telephone can send even a wealthy
man to the hoosecow for a way-out-of-proportion penalty. It gives the
FBI and other domestic law enforcement outfits and invitation to
abuse their powers.

04 June 2013 6:55pm
30

WhyDontWeLearn ID3695804

@ID3695804 - Thank you. Thank you for seeing what I see.

04 June 2013 7:01pm
5

6 PEOPLE, 9 COMMENTS

WhyDontWeLearn
04 June 2013 6:59pm
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I am disgusted by almost all of the comments above. You are all
seeking vengeance against a "1%er" without so much as a thought
towards the horrible injustice his incarceration represents!

A YEAR of his life in exchange for denying some "fact" to a stranger
over the phone.

Read the sentence above, as many times as need be for the
ridiculousness of the charge and subsequent punishment to sink in.

When you seek or condone injustice for others, you ADD to the
problem of injustice. Start living your lives and thinking in ways that
REDUCE injustice. PLEASE!

PlatosNave WhyDontWeLearn

@WhyDontWeLearn - You must be very young to think that a
year is a long time.

Regardless of whether justice was perverted or not, the fact
remains that he is crumbling under conditions that many
Americans including myself would describe as a holiday.

04 June 2013 7:19pm
4

WhyDontWeLearn PlatosNave

@PlatosNave - You are still ENTIRELY missing the point. It
doesn't matter how long (and I am 53, btw). One day is too
long. His freedom to live his life has been taken from him, by
the government, for no other reason than he did not tell the
truth to a strange on the phone. Others have commented that
he should have simply hung up on the caller. They are right,
but your assertion that he should just suck it up is childish (at
best) and dangerous.

Remember: "...and then they came for me."

If you don't know what that is in reference to, look here.

Your lack of outrage helps doom us all.

04 June 2013 8:39pm
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WhyDontWeLearn PlatosNave

@PlatosNave -

04 June 2013 8:47pm
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3 PEOPLE, 3 COMMENTS

Aseoria

It's very interesting that people who have no experience of prison
think any sentence could feel like 'a vacation'. Guess the media in the
US has done its job.

No one should be subjected to this kind of injustice. It can happen to
you, and then it won't seem so humorous.

Sue S

04 June 2013 7:52pm
23

brianboru1014 Aseoria

@Aseoria - Only in America they like to say.
I don't know but it has to be true that the US can match
anywhere for injustice.

04 June 2013 8:03pm
3
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lambo8245 brianboru1014

@brianboru1014 - Really, so the US is on par with the
Chinese government who had execution buses designed so
they could more efficiently execute mass groups of drug
users on site? Or maybe we are on par with Saudi Arabi or
Iran who still support stonings, beheadings and blasphemy
laws? Maybe we are on par with Russia who imprisons
anyone who speaks out against Putin or just makes them
disappear. The US has a lot of problems with injustice and
doing horrible stuff to people around the world but saying
they can match anyone in injustice is just insane.

04 June 2013 10:24pm
8

laffatron

Chuck him in the Gulag

04 June 2013 7:56pm
1

Pinehead

Ridiculous. I have a trade for the FBI. McTiernan for George W. Bush.
Ok, I'll make it a two for one and throw in Dick Cheney.

04 June 2013 8:34pm
13

Bead

Ah, a grey gap year.

04 June 2013 9:24pm
3

Persianwar

This reads like part of a PR campaign to get him released early.

Being locked up must have been karma for him having the gall to
remake Rollerball.

04 June 2013 9:37pm
4

Dreikaiserbund

I think there's a typo but not sure what Sistrunk could be...

04 June 2013 9:47pm
2

ripteam

Lying to a voice/papparazzi/crank-caller on a phone line is NOT
perjury.

What nonsense.

Every player in the showbiz is guilty of that dodge many times over.

04 June 2013 10:25pm
5

ID3695804

The wife's name is Gail Sistrunk McTiernan, which I assume is a
maiden name she uses as a middle name because she is now
married.

After he gets out, McTiernan should do a movie about the CIA
whistleblower who's also finding doing time to be a revelation, though
he's taking it in much better stride than the director. The CIA fellow

04 June 2013 10:26pm
4
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doesn't like the FBI either. What a collaboration they could have in
putting the story out there.

FernandoPartridge

I know what the wife should send him for his next care package - a
set of male reporoductive organs. Sheeeeeit, I'm almost jealous he
gets a year of peace from the outside world. Man up, Die Hard.

04 June 2013 10:40pm
2
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InkPot

In the United States, perjury is defined as either lying under oath, or
lying when making a statement "under penalty of perjury" (as, for
instance, on a federal income tax return). Whatever McTiernan may
be in prison for, it can't have been just that one phone conversation.

I suspect McTiernan was indeed the victim of somewhat overzealous
prosecution, but one feels there must be more to the story than we
get here. It seems the only person interviewed for this piece was the
director's wife. Would it have killed Ewan MacAskill to speak to
someone other than the director's wife -- or maybe even dig up some
of the court papers to find out what the hell he was really jailed for?
You know, maybe do a bit of actual journalism?

04 June 2013 11:25pm
12

GilFranco InkPot

@InkPot - it is absolutely a crime in the US to lie to a federal
official even if the statement is not made under oath. The
feds frequently charge people with this crime in order to
leverage their cooperation against others facing more serious
charges. My guess is that McTiernan declined to turn on
Pellicano, so the judge didn't feel inclined to show leniency
when he was sentenced. If you lie to an FBI agent, ATF
agent or Postal Inspector you are risk of being charged with
this felony so you are better off keeping your mouth shut.
People's disbelief that lying without being under oath could be
a crime is exactly why they fall into this trap.

05 June 2013 5:35am
7

blindalley

Mmmm, so the guy who made tough guy punch them in the thorax
movies is a wimp?

Fair enough

05 June 2013 12:58am
3

2 PEOPLE, 2 COMMENTS

SolomonGrundy

This McTiernan case seems to have been going on since forever. I
actually thought he'd already been to jail.

McTiernan is responsible for some of the greatest action movies of
the last 30 years in Predator, Die Hard, The Hunt for Red October,
and Die Hard With A Vengeance. Technically brilliant, very little
reliance on CGI, and a degree of attitude. Back when Hollywood
blockbusters were made for adults as well as kids. Plus a guilty
pleasure in Last Action Hero.

I guess this court case has affected his career output (no movies)
since before 2006. It's to cinema's detriment, as peak McTiernan
beats every single other director working today. McTiernan's movies
seemed vaguely subversive, now it looks like he's become a victim of
'the system'. I hope he uses this year in the slammer as motivation to

05 June 2013 1:01am
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come back kicking.

Justinsex SolomonGrundy

@SolomonGrundy - Just like in nazi Germany the judge was
not the "supervisor" but the "assistant" of the government.
The word "independent", as applied to the judge, was
eliminated from the vocabulary and although the judge
retained a certain freedom of decision in particular cases, the
government gave him the "general line" to follow. There is no
independent impartial judiciary anymore in the USA. This guy
obviously ran afoul of the regime in D.C. and was targeted for
elimination for being 'politically unreliable' to use the lingo of
the Third Reich I mean America.

05 June 2013 5:32am
1

StupidWestern

Conviction sounds very murky and shows how once again how US
justice can easily be manipulated. Clearly we have not being told
everything and unfortunately this article which might have tried to
probe behind the official version tells us very little. I'm certain this isn't
the last we've heard of the story.

05 June 2013 4:55am
2

zigzagzig

Who cares if he lied, 12 months when rapists and murderers are
getting a few more months than him this is absurd. Free this guy
immediately!!!!

05 June 2013 6:14am
3

baptox

John McTiernan may or may not have lied during a late night phone
conversation with someone he didn't know. He was then charged with
a crime,convicted and sent to prison.

The FBI just carried out a premeditated assassination in Florida. Not
a one of the agents involved will ever be charged or serve prison
time. But the FBI has assured the public that they will do a a
thorough internal investigation.

Perhaps upon his release, instead of returning to making silly action
flicks, John McTiernan will turn his attention and expertise to making
documentaries about the FBI.

05 June 2013 6:25am
12

CiggyStardust

If Bruce Willis had an ounce of decency, he'd be kicking in some
doors and getting that mofo outta there.

On a more serious note, sounds like one more gross miscarriage of
justice - just one that we happen to hear about - in the land of the
free.

05 June 2013 6:52am
6

dictate

Jail for lying over the 'phone?
Bring it on here and I'll 'phone a few dozen MPs.

05 June 2013 9:12am
7
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Stauffenberg1943

Calling all extortion artists, calling all...she really should stop
advertising.

One of Sistrunk McTiernan's fears had been that her
husband might have ended up the victim of extortion
threats, with calls to her demanding money or he would be
harmed. But there have been no such threats and the
inmates have largely left him to himself.

05 June 2013 9:18am

Malkatrinho

"Sistrunk"? Seriously?

05 June 2013 10:46am
1

NotSingingAnymore

What happened to the right to silence, the 5th amendment and
entrapment?

The US justice is a machine that steamrollers the individual.

05 June 2013 11:50am
2

lescud

Let's get him to ze chopper......

Seriously though, the US justice system is messed up. It has no
sense of proportion or fairness. That whole system of plea bargaining
is ridiculous. Land of the Free? Land of the Paranoid more like.....

05 June 2013 2:57pm
3

londonhongkong

This is sad. Predator and Die Hard are two of the greatest action films
ever made. I recommend watching The Making Of Predator on
Youtube, McTiernan comes across as an unusually decent person to
be a big name director.

05 June 2013 6:52pm
4

2 PEOPLE, 2 COMMENTS

ThreeCents

I am frankly shocked at the degree of lack of sympathy. Oh it's only a
year. Oh it's a cushy prison. Oh poor people suffer lots of injustice.
Oh what about the injustice of American foreign wars.

This is a great man brought low by the whim of petty bureaucrats in
the police state.

I have personally experienced the random persecution of police,
prosecutors, and judges, who have no faintest interest in justice.

It is very very hard.

I give him my sorrow and my love. And I wish him strength.

05 June 2013 7:50pm
13

trizzer ThreeCents

@ThreeCents - I'm %100 with you. I'm amazed by the
response btl. There may be more to this story, but with the
facts we've been presented, this man seems to have suffered

06 June 2013 2:10am
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unfairly and the majority of comments are for him to 'man up'!
has the Guardian been infiltrated by Sun readers?

jcadams

To be involved in business in the U.S. --- where anybody can easily
sue anybody else --- pretty much guarantees that you're going to be
involved in civil litigation over something at one time or another.
Having been involved in several types of litigation over the years I
have come to the conclusion that those experiences were just an
unnecessary waste of time and money. It's a situation that has more
to do with " ... how much justice can you afford". Which, of course,
favors the wealthy and the 1% ultra rich over everybody else. It has
nothing to do with justice and the rule of law. It's all about the money
and power necessary to game and pervert the legal system. Mr.
McTiernan strikes me as a very good filmmaker who may not have
had the best legal counsel to handle this Kafkaesque situation. The
real lesson here is to never talk to the FBI without legal counsel
present. The FBI has a very scary history in this country and a
deserved reputation for abusing the rights of people. Whether it was
Charlie Chaplin or Rev. Martin Luther King. But if you're going to be
stuck in a prison in the U.S. it looks like this federal facility in Yankton
South Dakota is probably about the nicest prison that you could hope
for. My sympathies to him for having been stuck in this mess. - J. C.
Adams, Berkeley, CA

06 June 2013 9:54am
2

AbFalsoQuodLibet

For once, it would appear that what you see is actually what
happened: John McTiernan actually was indicted and convicted
on the basis of one single late night phone call from a person who
alleged himself to be (and actually was) an agent of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_McTiernan#Personal_life

The whole thing sounds absolutely kafkaesque. This is not a man who
evaded justice after the rape and sodomization of a thirteen-year-old
girl, for example. Nor is this a man who voluntarily joined his country's
army and then broke UCMJ 104 (I think that one is a slam-dunk) as
well as UCMJ 92 and 134. This is not an insanely jealous guy who
murdered his wife and her alleged beau with a knife before going off
on a low-speed chase.

This is a guy who answers his phone at night. Talking to a stranger.
How this case even ended up in court is completely baffling to me.

06 June 2013 10:48am
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